
 

 

 

 

 

Limo Tender Category Sample Entry 

Note from Judge  

This one-page statement has lots of facts (see highlighted items) and explains the why, the what 
and the how. It gives plenty of facts in a well organised statement and does not try to influence 
judges with hyperbole or flowery descriptions. 

T/T Scout Design Brief – Builder: Cockwells 

DESIGNER STATEMENT 
 
Our aim when designing the 8m convertible T/T Scout was to offer the owners a creative solution to 
a number of key challenges, whilst combining stylish luxury, optimal performance and innovative 
technology. Firstly, they required both an open owner’s tender as well as a closed, air-conditioned 
limousine tender when the mothership had the capacity to accommodate only one tender in addition 
to the crew RIB.  
We therefore set out to design a convertible tender that would fulfil both of these requirements, 
which we achieved by incorporating a dual-sectioned, electric glass roof and electric drop-down 
windows. The electric glass roof slides halfway, fore or aft, to semi-enclose the saloon, or opens fully 
to reveal the sky. When closed completely, it offers respite from the searing heat of the midday sun or 
protection from inclement weather. The temperature-controlled saloon is accessible from the cockpit 
through electric twin doors. The roof panels are equipped with electronic SMARTGLASS® that can 
be tinted to offer protection from ultra-violet rays. The second challenge was to combine all of the 
required elements in the brief within an 8m package. Through clever and considered design, we were 
able to fit the whole roof system, twin engines, an air-conditioning unit, stereo, chiller and seating for 
ten passengers in a tender that could be accommodated by the mothership, which does not exceed an 
overall length of 8m, a beam of 2.53m and a total lightship weight of 3,088kg –well below the 
specified limit of 3,325kg.To reflect the bold aesthetic of the mothership, our in-house design team 
styled the exterior of the tender in sunshine yellow and pewter grey. Performance-wise, we designed 
this tender to achieve a maximum speed of 37 knots, comfortably exceeding the minimum of 30 
knots requested in the brief and allowing for increased maneuverability through joystick control, a 
bow thruster and a reversing camera. In terms of innovation, we integrated all of the electrical 
systems within the tender’s own system, enabling everything to be controlled from the same 
password protected interface. This has the added advantage of enhancing on board security as none 
of the systems (including the engines) can be accessed without first activating the tender’s interface.  
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